












This discussion ofThis discussion of 
'reconnecting' is organizedreconnecting  is organized 
around 5 questions; ones Iaround 5 questions; ones I 
hope that you will considerhope that you will consider 
exploring with me over theexploring with me over the 
coming months and years.coming months and years.



question 1question 1
What should be the mostWhat should be the most 
important missions of one ofimportant missions of one of 
the only centers in thethe only centers in the 
Arabian Gulf concerned withArabian Gulf concerned with 
sustainable urban and 
regional planning and design?g p g g



question 2question 2
What is environmentalWhat is environmental 
planning? And why is itplanning? And why is it 
important in urban and p
regional planning and g p g
design and for communities g
such as Sharjah?j



question 3question 3
What is ecological andWhat is ecological and 
(outdoor) cultural(outdoor) cultural 
infrastructure?infrastructure?



Why is one of the key 
missions of environmental 
planning, of protecting and 
reconstructing ecological 
and cultural linkages across  
landscapes, so important for 
development in Sharjah and 
Dubai in the coming years?



question 4
How important is the role of 
enhancing ecological 
infrastructure for rapidly 
developing ports, sometimes 
called “portal cities,” under 
globalization and in unstable 
geopolitical climates?



question 5
How relevant is planning 
and design for networks of 
open space from other 
countries relevant to the 
relatively affluent United 
Arab Emirates?



IIn exploring these questions,In exploring these questions, 
considerable localconsiderable local 
knowledge can g
be better  used 
for community &y
environmental 
planning. 



1.1.
In my coming to the UAE,In my coming to the UAE, 
the AUS and the School ofthe AUS and the School of 
Architecture and Design, g ,
some unmet, local and ,
regional needs begin to be g g
apparent. pp





In urban and regional 
planning in the Arabian Gulf 
Region, there remains 
insufficient concern for  
sustainability that could lead 
to losses of species, 
resources, and recreational / 
cultural spaces. 



There are few other centers in 
the Gulf region prepared

to consider issues of 
urbanization and 
sustainability -- putting the 
IURPD in a position to take  
leadership.



While the UAE remains a 
model of diversity, 
traditional and local 
approaches and aesthetics 
are poorly valued in much 
of new urban planning 
and design.





The IURDP could bring 
together a range of local 
cultural groups along with 
planning and design 
professionals to support 
local approaches in 
contemporary 
urbanism.



The IURPD could highlightThe IURPD could highlight 
the need to better plan forthe need to better plan for 
the protection of vulnerablethe protection of vulnerable 
& irreplaceable aspects of p p
the local environment.



Such vulnerable resources 
include open space, habitat,   
species at 
risk,   
visual, 
cultural and 
recreational 
resources.



The IURPD is in a position 
to take regional leadership 
in exploring ways to 
enhance public consultation 
in urban, regional and social 
planning as part of building 
institutions of civil society.



Another mission for this 
Institute is to prepare 
planning and design 
professionals based in the 
UAE for the special 
challenges of war, the needs 
of internally displaced 
persons, and rebuilding.











With these pressures gapsWith these pressures, gaps 
and opportunities in mindand opportunities in mind, 
what could some of the useswhat could some of the uses 
of more knowledge ofof more knowledge of 
environmental planning?environmental planning?



2.
Environmental planning can 
prevent and sometimes solve 
urban, resource 
management and social 
service delivery problems.



Environmental planning 
creates a framework for 
spatial decision-making at 
various scales from the 
region down to design 
fixtures such as park 
benches. 



Environmental planning p g
builds administrative 
infrastructure linking 
disparate disciplines 
involved in decision-making 
about cities and regions.



Environmental planning 
can identify the widest 
range of possible 
community development 
strategies and measures 
that foster social and 
economic development that 
is sustainable.



Environmental planningEnvironmental planning 
can foster conflictcan foster conflict 
resolution -- sooner ratherresolution sooner rather 
than later.



3. 
Ecological and cultural 
infrastructure are key to the 
long-term health and 
prosperity of metropolitan 
regions.



Ecological and (outdoor)Ecological and (outdoor) 
cultural infrastructure iscultural infrastructure is 
often perceived as theoften perceived as the 
public open space of the p p p
community.y



Open space, as areas 
without buildings, protects 
natural habitat and 
provides membranes across 
the landscape to maintain 
local biodiversity (all species 
and ecosystems). 



Similarly, it is open space 
that is most important for 
the replenishment of 
watersheds and aquifers. 
Open space, therefore, 
supports natural services.



Frederick Law 
Olmsted’s Emerald 
Necklace of open 
space around 
Boston





Open space also providesOpen space also provides 
outdoor culturaloutdoor cultural 
infrastructure maintaininginfrastructure maintaining 
aspects of heritage p g
including traditional g
lifestyles and landscape y p
vernacular. 



Similarly, outdoor cultural 
infrastructure can provide 
space for conservation of 
vernacular as well as for 
public art and other forms 
of contemporary culture. 



Similarly, public open space 
provides informal areas for 
exercise and sports along 
with (healthier) alternative 
forms of transportation.





Just like road, bridges, 
housing, ecological and 
cultural infrastructure 
requires careful planning, 
design, construction and 
maintenance.



Cultural neighbourhoods,Cultural neighbourhoods, 
routes and outdoorroutes and outdoor 
corridors can become ascorridors can become as 
important as built, indoor p ,
museum
spaces.p



4.
The attractiveness for 
investment and migration of 
the rapidly expanding 
port(al) cities is directly tied 
to their high levels of 
functional infrastructure.



Port(al) cities are smaller 
ports now expanding rapidly 
and being transformed 
through their strategic 
global positions, diversifying 
modes of transportation and 
trade, and immigration. 







Over the last decade, the 
emergence of rapidly 
expanding portal cities has 
been based on novel forms 
of cultural exchange and 
transformation of 
intellectual labour.







Today, portal cities are 
expanding quickly because 
they provide solutions, 
portals and linkages to gaps 
in global systems of 
exchange of resources (such 
as energy), goods, cultures, 
and ideas.



Portal cities are attractive 
only because they can better 
provide (more cheaply) the 
necessary combinations of 
built, social, cultural and 
ecological infrastructure 
than the large world 
capitals.









In the portal city formula, 
highly functioning 
infrastructure (including 
open space), is a essential 
factor in attractiveness for 
doing business -- and for 
accumulation of
new wealth..



But there is an emerging 
problem. Portal cities do not 
have the economic and 
political power (the ‘critical 
mass’) of the global centers. 
In a global economy, portal 
cities remain vulnerable.



Rapid growth in portal citiesRapid growth in portal cities 
is more directly tied to theis more directly tied to the 
level of the functioning oflevel of the functioning of 
the infrastructure (includingthe infrastructure (including 
ecological and cultural) andecological and cultural) and 
the ‘pleasantness’ of doing p g
business.







So the bind, the difficulty inSo the bind, the difficulty in 
further developing portalfurther developing portal 
cities, is to manage rapidcities, is to manage rapid 
growth in ways that g y
maintain a diverse set of 
local places (and p (
experiences). p )



This weakness of portalThis weakness of portal 
cities then requires carefullycities then requires carefully 
planning for protection andplanning for protection and 
restoration of the ecological g
and cultural infrastructure 
as part of urban p
development. p



In fact, a key aspect ofIn fact, a key aspect of 
planning portal cities is toplanning portal cities is to 
protect the ecological andprotect the ecological and 
cultural infrastructure early y
on. 





5.
In exploring new possibilities 
for  environmental planning 
and design in the UAE, there 
is a wide array of examples 
that are local or from other 
formerly marginal areas in 
the region.







































Conclusions
What are we sure of at this 
point in exploring the 
implications of 
environmental planning for 
building of ecological 
infrastructure and open 
space of in the UAE?



1 The need for research1. The need for research 
and expertise inand expertise in 
sustainability, particularlysustainability, particularly 
related to regional planningrelated to regional planning 
to coordinate jurisdictions to coo d ate ju sd ct o s
of the UAE, will increase as ,
environmental costs mount.



2. Environmental planning2. Environmental planning 
can provide the neededcan provide the needed 
framework for integratingframework for integrating 
urban planning and design p g g
at different scales with the 
UAE’s list of commitments 
for sustainability.y



3. Ecological and cultural3. Ecological and cultural 
infrastructure can ofteninfrastructure can often 
appear as simply unbuiltappear as simply unbuilt 
open space but supports of p p pp
range of natural services g
and social relationships key  p y
to any urban environment.y



4. The long-term growth and4. The long term growth and 
wealth of portal citieswealth of portal cities 
depends directly on howdepends directly on how 
well ecological and cultural g
infrastructure is protected p
and rebuilt.



5. With protecting and 
rebuilding ecological and 
cultural infrastructure, the 
link between place, heritage, 
history and aspirations  
must be at the heart of any 
design process.






